Fiction
The Daring Ladies of Lowell, c2014
Kate Alcott / AF Alcott

The Middlesteins, c2012
Jami Attenberg / AF Attenberg

Longbourne, c2014
Jo Baker / AF Baker

Rainwater, c2013
Sandra Brown / AF Brown

The Silent Sister, c2014
Diane Chamberlain / AF Cham

Ready Player One, c2011
Ernest Cline / SF Cline

A Quilt for Christmas, c2014
Sandra Dallas / AF Dallas

Middlesex, c2002
Jeffrey Eugenedes / AF Eug

Edge of Eternity, c2014
Ken Follett / AF Follett
(third book in Century trilogy)

The People in the Photo, c2011
Helene Gestern / AF Ges

Problems with People: stories, c2014
David Guterson / AF Guterson

The Radleys, c2010
Matt Haig / AF Haig

The Silent Wife, c2013
A.S.A. Harrington / AF Harr

Wolf, c2014
Mo Hayder / Mys Hayder

Looking for Me, c2013
Beth Hoffman / Hoffman

The Invention of Wings, c2014
Sue Monk Kidd / AF Kidd

Mr. Mercedes, c2014
Stephen King / AF King

Transatlantic / AF McCann
Colum McCann / AF McCann

The Children Act, c2013
Ian McEwan

The Bone Clocks, c2014
David Mitchell / AF Mitchell

Big Little Lies, c2014
Liane Moriarty / AF Moriarty

The Wonder of All Things, c2014
Jason Mott / AF Mott

Me Before You, c2012
The Girl You Left Behind, c2013
One Plus One, c2014
Jojo Moyes / AF Moyes

The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle, c1997
Haruki Murakami / AF Murakam

Still Life with Breadcrumbs, c2014
Anna Quindlen / AF Quindlen

Casual Vacancy, c2012
J. K. Rowling / AF Rowling

Detour, c2005
James Siegel / AF Siegel

The Rosie Project, c2013
The Rosie Effect, c2014
Graeme Simsion, AF Simsion

Ladies of the Lake, c2009
Haywood Smith / AF Smith

A Sudden Light, c2014
Garth Stein / AF Stein

The Innocent, c2011
Taylor Stevens / AF Stevens

Five Days Left, c2014
Julie Lawson Timmer / AF Tim

The Martian, c2014
Andy Weir / SF Weir

The Prayer Box, c2013
Lisa Wingate / AF Wingate

Small Blessings, c2014
Martha Woodroof, AF Wood

Time of the Locust, c2014
Morowa Yejide / AF Yejide

The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry, c2014
Gabrielle Zevin / AF Zevin
Mysteries
Dead Wil Tell, c2014
   Linda Castillo / MYS Castillo

Missing You, c2014
   Harlan Coben / MYS Cob

Suspicion / c2014
   Joseph Finder / MYS Finder

Don’t Look Back, c2014
   Greg Hurwitz / MYS Hurwitz

Natchez Burning, c2014
   Greg Iles / MYS Iles

Ordinary Grace, c2013
   William Kent Krueger / MYS Krueger

The Good Girl, c2014
   Mary Kubica / MYS Kubica

Home Place, c2014
   Carrie LaSeur / MYS LaSeur

Keep Quiet, c2014
   Lisa Scottoline / MYS Scott

A Killing at Cotton Hill, c2013
The Last Death of Jack Harbin, c2014
Dead Broke in Jarrett Creek, c2014
(Samuel Craddock Series)
   Terry Shames / MYS Shames

That Night, c2014
   Chevy Stevens / MYS Steven

The Land of Dreams, c2014
   Vidar Sundstol / MYS Sundstol

Nonfiction
The Third Plate: field notes on a new cuisine, c2014
   Dan Barber / 641.302 Bar

The Dancing Girls of Lahore: selling love and saving dreams in Pakistan’s ancient pleasure district, c2005
   Louise T. Brown / 306.742 Bro

Dirt Work: an education in the woods, c2013
   Christine Byl / 333.75 Byl

Can’t We Talk About Something More Pleasant, c2014
   Roz Chast, Graphic 920 Cha

Empty Mansions: the mysterious life of Huguette Clark and the spending of a great American fortune, c2013
   Bill Dedman, 920 Cla

Five Days at Memorial: life and death in a storm-ravaged hospital, c2013
   Sheri Fink / 362.11 Fin

We the Eaters: if we change dinner, we can change the world, c2014

The Short and Tragic Life of Robert Peace: a brilliant young man who left Newark for the Ivy League, c2014
   Jeff Hobbs / 920 Pea

The Real All Americans: the team that changed a game, a people, a nation, c2005
   Sally Jenkins / 796.323 Jenkins

Ghettoside: a story of murder in America, c2014
   Jill Leovy

Run, Don’t Walk: the curious and chaotic life of a physical therapist inside Walter Reed Army Medical Center, c2014
   Adele Levine / 615.82 Lev

Flash Boys: a Wall Street Revolt, c2014
   Michael Lewis / 333.62 Lew

Working Stiff: two years, 262 bodies, and the making of a medical examiner, c2014
   Judy Melinek / 614.1 Mel

The Mockingbird Next Door: life with Harper Lee, c2014
   Marja Mills / 920 Lee

The Boy Who Was Raised as a Dog: and other stories from a child psychiatrist’s notebook, c2006
   Bruce Perry / 618.9289 Per

Just Mercy: a story of justice and redemption, c2014
   Bryan Stevenson / 340.092 Ste

Born Under an Assumed Name: the memoir of a Cold War spy’s daughter, c2012
   Sara Mansfield Taber / 920 Tab

The Big Tiny: a built-it-myself memoir, c2014
   Dee Williams / 920 Williams

Children’s Books
Brown Girl Dreaming, c2014
   Jaqueline Woodson / J920 Woo

El Deafo, c2014
   Cece Bell / J Comic Bell

The Meaning of Maggie, c2014
   Megan Sovern / JF Sovern